AGENDA ITEMS DISCUSSED

I. SURV 2560

ACTIONS TAKEN

I. A change to the course description was proposed: “…introduction to the figure of the earth’s and its geometric…” Entry-level standards for SURV 2560 were questioned as to the terminology regarding meeting prerequisites and verbal skills. It was proposed that these standards could be listed within the prerequisites section; however, career tech uses this section to list entry-level items such as typing speed. Charley Anderson proposed that the committee should schedule more discussion regarding general entry-level standards for all syllabi. An additional note was made by Maggie Jenkins regarding ACT English test score changing from 19 to 18 beginning Fall 2010. Minor editing changes on SURV 2560 such as student expectations and grading scale will be given to George Cox and will come to vote next meeting.

Recorded by: Nancy Crumpley